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This biography follows the brilliant life of Alexander the Great, who established in Eurasia the largest

empire ever seen and left a world legacy.  Â  The titles in the Library of World Biography series

make ideal supplements for World History and Western Civilization survey courses as well as other

courses in the history curriculum where figures in history are explored. Paperback, brief and

inexpensive, each interpretative biography in this series focuses on a figure whose actions and

ideas significantly influenced the course of World history. At the same time, each biography relates

the life of its subject to the broader themes and developments of the times. Â  This biography traces

the life and legacy of Alexander the Great from its beginnings through his successful conquests to

his legacy. The story of Alexander provides students a glimpse of the inner workings of society,

politics, family, and life in ancient times as well as presenting a fascinating story Alexander himself,

his conquests, the resulting interchange of culture between East and West, and the continuing

fascination and world legacy which follows Alexander to this day, presenting some unique aspects

for the study of World History.
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History frequently expresses strong views of Alexander. Alexander was not the first cult figure but

one of the greatest characters of history. I thought that history books were dates and footnotes and

Greek passages. But it has come down to many more questions than answers. Why did more

Greeks fight against Alexander as mercenaries than for him? I like the readability of the book. I

knew something about Alexander the Great from high school. And then I learned on the History



Channel about how his father Philip was killed. That's all I knew up to reading the book. Through

this book I found the spirit of Alexander. The book provides a glossary which is very helpful. The

book is a easy read. It's like a series of guest lectures and reviews that helped shaped the work .

Frank Holt is the leading scholar working on Alexander and the East, as well as Greeks in Asia. I

liked it and read more. I learned to like the word Arete meaning excellence, but it really means the

"capacity for excellence" or "prowess." It is the Homeric ideal to which all heroes aspire and the

driving principle in Alexander' s character. I took this took to heart. I never thought that money was

so important to history. From the Persians 3 Billion dollars alone was the prize catch. I learned that

many came over to Alexander the Great's side and he was met along the road and then cities would

surrender their fortresses and treasuries to him. I enjoyed the book and liked it very much there

were times I got into the action of the book. The topic of Alexander is 2300 years old. Alexander

ordered a journal kept and even had a staff to keep it up to date. This was the Ephemerides ( or the

royal Journal or "Day Book"). Today they survive in fragments.
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